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Details of Visit:

Author: hyndlander
Location 2: Lothian Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 21.9.07 19.30
Duration of Visit: 45min
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ambassador Sauna
Phone: 01312293260

The Premises:

A well-established Edinburgh sauna not often mentioned on here. It's on the first floor the entrance
is next to the Bottoms-Up club in the busy Lothian Rd. A flight of stairs leads to a half glassed door
which has a bell entry system operated by the receptionist who you can see. the receptionist will
buzz you in. You pay the receptionist for your room time ?15 for 30 minuets ?20 for 45 minuets etc.
You are given a towel and if required a tour of the facilities. Of the saunas I have been to in
Edinburgh this one must be the largest. Excellent locker room where there are dressing
gowns,disposable razors no valuable bags that I couls see. Along the corroder there are good
showers and a steam room. At least one of the rooms has a huge Jacuzzi, I remember that from my
last visit about 10 years ago.
In the lounge there were 6 girls, one unusually a BBW called Cassandra not what I was looking for
but worth mentioning BBW's are rare in Edinburgh saunas.  

The Lady:

I chose Kiera an attractive Kenyan girl, there is something about the feel of a black girls skin that
turns me on. Willingly lead off to her room which was small but adequate with its own shower
double bed mirrored all round and overhead.
It transpired that this young lady had only been in Edinburgh a mounth perfect English having spent
some time in London where she had worked for an escort agency. The little clothes she had on
came off very quickly after paying the ?60 fee except the hold-ups at my request,lovely firm boobs.
Started with a BJ covered, a new one was when I asked to go down on her that was extra! This I
declined, the last time I was in here the girl stopped in the middle of mish "You want Greek its extra
?.....?"
I declined that then as well if there is a menu they should tell you first.

The Story:

However it was a pleasant encounter if a bit held back not nearly as raunchy as the girl I was going
to see up the Rd who was not working that day hence the revisit here.
On leaving had a nice chat with Sasha a blonde smasher who recognised me from an other well
known sauna.
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